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Mentoring for Leadership

From the Director

From the Editors’ Desk

I am glad to hear that RSB’s in-house publication, Aarush, is
bringing out an issue with the theme of Mentoring for
Leadership. First of all, let’s ask the question, what’s the
difference between a leader and a manager? Briefly, a leader
is one who “does the right things”, while a manager is one who
“does things right”. In other words, a leader is one who can
formulate the right vision and objectives, and evolve the right
set of strategies to realize the objectives and vision. A
manager, on the other hand, is more likely to think short term,
and be more involved in formulating tactics rather than
strategies. A leader will more likely inspire and transform, while
a manager will monitor and control. It goes without saying that
successful corporate leaders are also good managers, but all
good mangers do not necessarily make good leaders.
Organisations have always paid a premium for good leaders,
but their need has become even more urgent in a VUCA
(Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous) world, where
quick decisions have to be taken with both short-and longterm implications. In this context, the need for effective
mentors-people who can concurrently act as consultants,
counselors and cheerleaders- becomes paramount. Mentors
may be internal-the mentee’s boss, super boss, or a senior
executive who takes an active interest in the mentee’s career.
They may also be external-the mentee’s well-wisher, or a
professor in his college or B-school.

Dear Readers, we take great pleasure in
releasing the January issue of our Bi-annual
Newsletter- Aarush, a topical theme-based
initiative from the Rajalakshmi School of
Business. Our newsletter is a contemporary
theme-based initiative, which incorporates
multiple perspectives, of corporate,
students and academia. Each issue is
meant to inspire, educate, and advocate
themes we care about. In order to keep the
readers interested and updated, we have
also included news items to communicate
significant events and activities at
Rajalakshmi School of Business. The theme
chosen for this issue is Mentoring for
Leadership, which is a hot-button topic in
the country. We are delighted to share that
we received articles from stalwarts in the
industry and academics of repute, from
India and abroad. We would like to
encourage academia and industry to join
with us in contributing articles and to enrich
our columns. We are extremely grateful to
the contributors for sparing their valuable
time. We hope that you will enjoy reading
this issue.

I am sure that the editorial staff members of Aarush at RSB
have done their best to bring out this newsletter. I wish them
all the best and also do congratulate the Editorial Team for
highlighting the importance of Mentoring for Leadership in this
issue.

Prof. Gautam Ghosh
Director
Faculty Head
Tanusree Chakraborty
Student Members
Shifana VM
Rupesh M
Amridha Varsheney
Akshay Sharma
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Industry Speaks
Article 1
Mentoring for Leadership Development
Ms. Bhavna Raina
Sales Manager UK, Europe, Times Internet UK Limited

Leaders define the personality of any organization, be it local or global. Leaders help shape the organizational overall growth and
contribute towards the top line profitability through employee good health and well-being. Leadership travels top down and
touches employees at every step of their personal and professional life. Hence, it is imperative for any organization to develop
and create effective leaders who create a positive impact that runs through the entire organizational network.Effective leadership
traits of transparency, honesty, responsibility, empathy, building trust and being a visionary along with effective communication
skills, help give a direction to the team’s efforts. It creates a positive momentum within the organization. Employees look forward
to contributing with inner motivation and potential towards the fulfilment of overall objectives. On the contrary poor leadership
skills can lead to employee fatigue, dissatisfaction, employee non-performance, bad word of mouth impacting the overall growth
and profitability. Leadership development is also essential in scaling up the business and giving it a global perspective by training
the leaders to understand the nuances of global market place for an integrated approach towards good decision making. This is
achievable by creating more confident leaders who are inclined to global business objectives and have the necessary
organizational skills, understand the core business operations, challenges involved externally as well as internally, which gives
them an edge in identifying problems and creating effective solutions. Overall, Leadership Development is a never-ending
process and a responsibility to be taken up by all organizations big or small, local or global.

Article 2
Mentor : Your Guide - Coach - Friend for Life
Parag Jawale
HIRU Soft Skills Educator | Content Developer

Mentoring in any respect goes far beyond the conventional guidance. It's a special formal relationship between the mentor and
the mentee. While the mentor is responsible for the growth of the mentee, more is the responsibility of the mentee to be ready to
be vulnerable and open to growth. Once a person gets mentoring in later stages of life for personal/professional arena, the
second thought that strikes is “Wish I’d received mentoring during my decision making for my career”. Mentoring is a gradual yet
promising approach for anyone looking for some external help. With my experience of working with students, working
professionals and entrepreneurs at various stages of growth, I’ll jot down my learning in below 7 points:
1.Everybody needs a mentor at every stage of life. Uninvited advice isn’t often fruitful due to their generic nature.
2.Process of mentoring is as critical as it’s finding the right mentor.
3.Directly learning from a leader’s experience is much more impactful, they literally help us realize the
factual difference between Hearing and Listening.
4.Although leadership is often referred to as a skill, it’s a blend of mindset, personality, and attitude which only
a mentor, a leader can take you through.
5.Practical mentoring for leadership transforms our video/blogs/facts based knowledge to experiential
understanding.
6.Mentoring for leadership is special mentoring, it requires complete surrender from mentee to understand
the mentor’s perspective and act accordingly.
7.Irrespective of a good, bad, absence/presence of a mentor: Learning Attitude wins all!
Mentor as the dictionary states is a Trusted Counselor. A person whom we can depend on, learn gradually systematically and
excel in particular skills(s).
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Academia Speaks
Article 3
Mentoring for Leadership: Not filling a vessel but kindling a fire
Dr. Malavika Desai
Professor of Human Resource, Diversity and Inclusion, Westcliff University,California

Every organization strives to create a pipeline of credible leaders who would ensure success just not for the moment or during their tenure but ones who
would prepare the company for success in the coming days as well. This stresses on the importance of having vigilant organization needs that has not only
a clear vision of its future but also hawk’s eyes for people who will propel it there.
So what is the possible way to achieve this?The answer is simple and straightforward, leadership mentoring is a proven method for developing the future
leaders.
Leadership mentoring, at the individual level and organizational level, truly creates an equal playing field for all stakeholders.Leadership mentoring provides
the future leader with a platform for discussing and carving out a path for leadership with another leader who has “seen and done it all”. Leadership
mentoring enables mentees to experience what true leadership feels and looks like, as the mentor handholds and guides them through techniques of soft
leadership skills like effective communication, people management, emotional intelligence etc. and hard leadership skills where the mentee themselves are
accountable for visible personal and professional progress.So what does a mentor do to facilitate the transition of a manager to a leader?
Mentoring is not counseling. Neither it is an activity that ends with a friendly advice or professional feedback. Experienced mentors challenge their mentees
and pulls them out of their comfort zones. Great mentors work hard to arouse enthusiasm and eagerness in their mentees, urging them to explore new
opportunities, to take up tasks, attend events which groom them to accomplish their all-embracing goals.A mentor is that individual who puts the mentee
first. He has no hidden agenda while offering advice.Mentors also are the ones who besides sharing their personal experiences combine activities and tools
with practical suggestions for their mentees who are committed to become leaders of worth.Mentoring has historically been seen as a pretty one-sided
affair, where the mentor volunteers their time at a cost (their time), and the mentee profits with advice, insight etc. In recent times, however, this notion has
shifted.Mentoring is not a one way process .In the modern workplace even young mentees can mentor their mentors like imparting new skills in technology.
The process has come to be known as Reverse Mentoring made popular by Jack Welch, the iconic CEO of General Electric when in 1999 he made 500
of his senior executives to be proficient on the use of the internet from the junior executives.The importance of mentoring cannot be ignored for
organizations that strive to achieve diversity and inclusion in the workplace.Mentoring is an effective tool that bolsters the confidence of underrepresented
or minority groups at the leadership level.Through the process of mentoring female leaders can share their journey to their female mentees as to what it
took them to break the glass ceiling. When male leaders act as mentors to female mentees, their perspective changes about women workers and a lot of
prejudices stereotypes and cognitive male silos get removed on their own .
So what are you waiting for? Find a mentor who has skills in the area you want to develop.

Article 4
Nurturing Leadership for Innovative Organisation
Dr. Sanjukta Ghosh
Faculty & Researcher, Course Manager
Design Led Innovation Program
Srishti Institute of Art, Design & Technology

The global economy is creating deep and rapid changes for organizations and industries all over the world. The answer to this fast-changing and
competitive environment is that the employees should be equipped with leadership capabilities . That is to develop proactiveness, risk taking ability , and
innovativeness among the employees. They should be able to become an independent thinker and decision maker . Should be able to drive their passions
and gaols within an organisational space . Leadership role and processes are critical in the sense that they facilitate in setting direction, creating alignment,
and nurturing commitment in a group or community (Kim, 2007)
Managers or their immediate reporting officials play a vital role in encouraging, supporting and nurturing the initiatives of an individual employee. They are
responsible to create a ground for them to explore new opportunities, to develop new products or to improve work procedures for the benefit of the
organization. Therefore the managers or higher officials should mentor their emplyees or team members to inculcate leadership in among the individual .
Mentoring has emerged as a means to cultivate the leadership skills of current and future leaders. Mentoring has a rich history and harbors immense
learning potential (Dziczkowski, 2013).
Exploring new opportunities, proactiveness and ability to take risk is also associated to another organisational leadership concept called intrapreneurship.
One study shows that organisations that embrace intrapreneurship are highly innovative , more competitive and better performer . Therefore organisational
structure and culture becomes extremely important to nurture leadership capabilities among the individuals and convert new ideas into new products or
develop new processes to improve organisational efficiency .
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Academia Speaks
Article 5
Leadership in Movies
Dr. Srikanth Parthasarathy
Associate Professor, Rajalakshmi School of Business

Leadership is about influencing people to follow a vision and work towards achieving specific goals. It is the ability to make sound decisions and inspire
people to perform well. This is true for teachers in classroom, parents with their children and students in their domain. Leadership can be exhibited in our
personal lives in simple ways too. I have found movies an useful tool for extracting leadership insights. One such movie is “The pursuit of Happiness”.
The protagonist Chris Gardener, as depicted by actor Will Smith demonstrates the vision, courage, and persistence required of a strategic leader. Chris
Gardner has big dreams for him and his family but it doesn’t seem to come together for him. Chris’s business was selling medical equipments but the
business soon failed when the medical industry, at that time, found the equipment to be an unnecessary expense. Chris had an opportunity to be a
stockbroker; but first, he had to go through a grueling ‘no pay’ internship. Chris decides to do it, but when his wife leaves and he is evicted, he has to take
care of his son on his own. So, they find themselves struggling to get by. But, Chris is determined to overcome all the obstacles and make it.
The leadership take aways from the film are
1. A strategic leader should have vision and sense of purpose to tide over difficult circumstances.
2. All the decisions should be aligned with the strategic vision.
3. A leader should be disciplined and committed to be successful. A leader must be focused on achievingand getting the job done no matter what.
Persistence is the key.
4. A leader should be problem solver. He should assess a situation, think strategically, and
find a solution.
5. The most critical element of strategic leadership is to forge relationships along the way.
The Movie quote:
“Don’t ever let someone tell you, you can’t do something. Not even me. You got a dream, you got to protect it. People can’t do something themselves,
they want to tell you, you can’t do it. You want something, go get it. Period.” – Christopher Gardner.

Article 6
Mentoring- Leading the Way For Millennials
Dr Latha Vijaybaskar
Millennial leadership Coach and Facilitator. Speaker.Author

Humanity has been shaped by its leadership. It can be parents, the CEO of a company, kings of bygone years or Prime Minister of a nation. There is no
doubt that leadership is widely studied but while we know the ideals of a good leader, the exploration on what it means to be a leader is absent.
This is particularly important in the current age as leaders navigate their way in a complex and uncertain environment. Steve Jobs had Bill Campbell as a
mentor; Mark Zuckerberg had Steve Jobs; Bill Gates had Warren Buffet.
Mentoring for Leadership is a powerful way for three reasons:
1. The current generation are digital natives and for them continuous learning on the net is common. Mentoring makes continuous practical learning
possible.
2. Leadership is not the glorious crowning acts, its about keeping teams focused and motivated especially when times are challenging. Mentoring as
a process helps leaders understand the challenges emanating from the operational landscape today as mentors may have walked the trial by fire before.
3. The current degree of complexity in the unpredictable business landscape overwhelms an individual leader’s cognitive limits. Mentoring provides
the extra support both in terms of experience and expertise.
The Movie quote:
“Don’t ever let someone tell you, you can’t do something. Not even me. You got a dream, you got to protect it. People can’t do something themselves,
they want to tell you, you can’t do it. You want something, go get it. Period.” – Christopher Gardner.
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RSB Student Speaks
Article 7
Mentoring: The Support that Inspires us to be Big
Shifana V M
PGDM 1st year Student, Rajalakshmi School of Business

Every successful person who has accomplished his goals has a mentor behind to support. Multitasking is something to be mastered in order to succeed
in life. Multitasking in this stressful world with no source of motivation is highly impossible. That’s where the role of a mentor comes into play. Steve Jobs
had Bill Campbell as a mentor; Mark Zuckerberg had Steve Jobs; Bill Gates had Warren Buffett. I hope that I have given enough examples that show the
importance of a mentor. Some of the benefits of having a mentor are:

You’ll Be Pushed out of Your Comfort Zone
Every great leader does something that no one else in their field does, or even the world, is comfortable, ready or skilled enough to pull off. We as humans
will get exhausted at some point of time out of working continuously towards our goal. This is where the role of a mentor comes into play. A mentor will
push us forward, handle us carefully knowing our emotions and will give us ideas on how to overcome hurdles. Hence choosing a right mentor is very
important.

A mentor is more like a confidant
Mentors not only give advice and brainstorm but also they act as a confidant with whom you can unload all your problems. They’ll listen, help you dissect
exactly what’s bothering you, and support you to find a solution to your problem.
Mentorship is all about forming a great relationship centered on mutual passion. This relationship is built on mutual trust, transparency, perfect
communication and frequent meetings. It takes a lot of efforts but once you end up with a perfect mentor, there is no doubt that you will reach great
heights.

Campus Talk
Guest Lectures
1.Guest Lecture by Ms. Bhanu Rekha, Head – Chola Academy on the Topic “What it takes to succeed
in Campus Placements”

Guest lectures are an integral part of the pedagogy of RSB. Corporate head-honchos as well as doyens from the academia are invited to share their
valuable insights from their rich experience about contemporary business issues. One such session was conducted by Ms. Bhanu Rekha, Head from Chola
Academy on the Topic “What it takes to succeed in Campus Placements”. This enriching session was attended by the 1st and 2nd year students of RSB.
The talk focused on the doables of management students for their grooming towards best placements. Ms. BhanuRekha talked on the importance of time
management, improving body language, explained the tips for successful group discussion and also posited that following daily news either via printed or
digital medium is absolutely a must for career aspirants. This lecture aimed towards developing professional skills of budding managers. It not only helped
students in knowledge development but also created a platform for students understand the worth of networking with industry experts for continuous
mentorship and learning.
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Campus Talk
2.Guest lecture by Mr. Vijay Nagabhushan, Team Manager - Business Process Consulting, Cognizant
RSB conducted a session on "Traits required to succeed in a B-School", on June
28,2019. The session by Mr. Vijay Nagabhushan gave an insight on something very
contemporary and pertinent for B School students. The speaker focused on leadership
and the importance of a great working culture. The talk included several group-based
introspective exercises that helped to elucidate the points being made. Mr. Vijay
Nagabhushan emphasized on reading business newspapers on daily basis. He
highlighted on best use of resources provided by RSB and applying them in real life
activity, also added that students should make a powerful communication network with
friends and the companies coming for placements in the college.

3.Guest Lecture by Mr. GD Sharma, Board Member, RSB and Independent Director, Tamil Nadu Petro Products
On June 28, 2019, Mr. GD Sharma, Board Member, RSB and Independent Director, Tamil
Nadu Petro Products addressed the students of first year. Mr. Sharma delivered a talk on
the importance of organizing and planning to be successful in life and with special
reference to the 21 months that students would spend in RSB. He focused on the
principle that one can do anything in life with right belief and positive attitude. His session
was concluded with a story of two granite stones, how one granite stone transform into a
different shape by his willingness to change and another granite stone also changed to a
different shape but without willingness to change. He left with a message that it is a matter
of choice which granite stone a student would chose to be.

SIP at Rajalakshmi School of Business
2nd year students have undergone internship in the companies like – Hyundai, TVS Sundaram, Apollo health care hospital, for
the period of 75-90 days beginning from 1st week of April 2019 and ending on June 30, 2019 with stipend of Rs. 7500 to
two students. 12 students have done there internships in Chennai and some of them outside Chennai. The internships brought
them valuable learning with hands-on experience in specific areas.

5 Initiation Ceremony
th

Chief Guest Mr. C K Kumaravel (CEO and Co-Founder - Naturals Salon & SPA)
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Campus Talk
The Rajalakshmi School of Business, Chembarambakkam, Chennai, conducted the initiation of the 5th batch of students into its PGDM (Post Graduate
Diploma in Management) programme on Wednesday, the 26th of June, 2019, at its campus in Chembarambakkam. The Chairperson of the Rajalakshmi
Institutions, Dr. (Mrs) Thangam Meganathan, presided over the function. Mr. C. K. Kumaravel, Founder and Co-CEO, Naturals Salon & Spa, was the Chief
Guest. In his address, Mr.Kumaravel exhorted the students to “live an extraordinary life,” and to inculcate the entrepreneurial spirit, as more entrepreneurs
were needed for India to realize its full potential. Dr. Ashok Natarajan, Head of the PGDM Programme, delivered the vote of thanks.

3 Graduation day at RSB
rd

The Rajalakshmi School of Business (RSB), Chembarambakkam, Chennai, celebrated its 3rd Graduation Day on Saturday, the 14th of September, 2019.
Dr. (Mrs.) Thangam Meganathan, Chairperson, Rajalakshmi Institutions, welcomed the gathering, and pointed out how the School offered a Post Graduate
Diploma in Management programme that was individually tailored to the students, and was different from the normal MBA programmes. Professor Gautam
Ghosh, Director, RSB, read the Annual Report. Mr. Kumaran Mani, CEO, Tenth Planet Technologies, Pvt. Ltd., was the Chief Guest, and conferred the Post
Graduate Diploma in Management on the 21 graduating students, as well as gave away citations and medals to the top ranked students. In his graduation
day address, Mr. Kumaran Mani narrated his life experiences, and pointed out the best things he had learned along the way. He mentioned the 10 pillars
of success, and the need for happiness in one’s career. He illustrated this in the context of the Ikigai system, to find the dream job. He also mentioned that
“Gratitude is Attitude,” saying that the gratitude shown to other people comes back to yourself multiple-fold. The Vote of Thanks was provided by Dr.
Tanusree Chakraborty, Associate Professor, RSB.

Management Development Programmes
Developing Leadership Competencies through the Art of Storytelling
The Rajalakshmi School of Business (RSB), Chembarambakkam, Chennai, conducted a Management Development Programme on the “Art of
Storytelling” on the 14 th and 15 th of November, 2019, in Chennai. The famed executive producer of many award-winning movies, Prof. Kandaswamy
Bharathan, was the distinguished faculty conducting the programme for a select group of top-level executives of large corporates, and leaders of NGOs.
This experiential learning programme introduced leaders of organizations to the importance of storytelling in organizations, and showed them how to use
the art of storytelling to build organizational processes and achieve organizational change. The participants gained a differentiated learning experience
through “artful reflection” and participated in workshops where they developed their own storieson leadership and change. Dr. Tanusree Chakraborty,
Associate Professor at RSB, provided a supporting role as a faculty resource person. Dr. Haree Shankar Meganathan, Vice Chairman, Rajalakshmi
Institutions, welcomed the gathering, and Professor Gautam Ghosh, Director, RSB, inaugurated the programme.
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Campus Talk
Behavioral Skills for The Developing Managers

Dr. Tanusree Chakraborty, Associate Professor, RSB has conducted PAN India MDP at Indian Oil
Management Academy, on Behavioral Skills for the developing managers during 20-22 August 2019. Dr.
Tanusree being invited by the Indian Oil Corporation, a Navaratna and Fortune 500 company, to conduct
two training programmes at their IndianOilManagement Academy (IMA) in Haldia

EBSCO Training

Training conducted by Mr. Sreenivasan from EBSCO on on-line database of scholarly and business
periodicals and journals. The session was attended by faculty and students of RSB. He gave an insight on
how to use the EBSCO for searching journals that aren’t available on Google or any other search engine.
His session also gave a lot of information on research papers which helped students understand the
requirements on how a research paper should look like. The session was followed by a quiz and prize
distribution.

RSB Students’ Paper Presentations at IBS Conference ICOMBS,
Hyderabad
The students of RSB attended the 8 th IBS conference on Marketing and Business Strategies (ICOMBS 2019) at IBS, Hyderabad
on 15-16 November 2019. 13 Students presented 6 papers with the following titles:
1. Branding Narratives and the Art of Storytelling: Connecting The Dots
2. Is Corporate Social Responsibility Instrumental to Employer Branding?
3. Creating value propositions through personal branding – A conceptual study
4. Consumer Brand Knowledge: Role of Story Telling Towards Brand Associations
5 Exploratory Tendencies in Millennials’ Online Consumer Behaviour and Brand Preference: Moderation Analysis Using Big
Five Personality Dimensions.
6. Employer Branding and Employee Sustainability- Exploring the role of innovative HRD practices in IT organizations.
The Students were highly appreciated by the Panel Members for the efforts taken.
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Campus Talk

Faculty Research
One area where RSB has achieved a notable degree of success last year was in research. All our five
faculty were involved in research and publications. In all, our faculty pulished as many as six papers in
Scopus or ABDC indexed journals. Additionally, five other papers-three by Dr. Tanusree Chakraborty and
two by Dr. Srikanth-were accepted by the respective journals, and will be published during this academic
session. Additionally, Dr. Dr. Badri presented four papers, of which two were in overseas conferences, in
the USA and Ireland. Besides her four papers in Scopus indexed journals, Dr. Tanusree also published
eight other papers in UGC listed journals, and three book chapters with publishers of repute, including IGI
Global, USA, and Tiger Publications. In addition to her publications, she presented 19 papers in
management conferences across the country. Many of these conferences were organised by leading
B-schools such as SP Jain and the Tata Institute of Social Sciences in Mumbai, Symbiosis Institute of
Management, Pune, Academy for Global Business Advancement’s 16th World Congress organized jointly
by IIT Delhi, IIM Rohtak and Milikin University (USA). Indian Institute of Management, Shillong, and
Management Development Institute, Murshidabad. Additionally, two of her papers, co-authored with two
students of the graduating class of 2019, namely Pavithra and Ravi Kumar, were presented in International
Management Institute, Bhubaneswar. Incidentally she received Best Paper awards for as many as six of
her papers in these conferences, of which three were jointly authored with Dr. Ashok Natarajan. Dr. Ashok
Natarajan got one paper accepted in a scopus indexed journal, and published two other papers in reputed
international peer-reviewed journals which were co-authored with Dr. Tanusree. He also presented his
research in four international conferences of repute.

Faculty Achievement
Mr. Vikas Arya, 31, has been awarded Ph.D. degree in Marketing domain from DIT University, Dehradun-Uttarakhand
under the mentorship of Dr. Hemraj Verma (HoD MBA-DIT University). Thesis entitled with “Consumers Brand
Attachment Behaviour and Its Consequences – A study in the context of Virtual Communication based on Social
Networking Sites”. During his Ph.D. journey, Mr. Arya presented more than 25 research papers at International
conferences along with CBS-Denmark, more than 10 FDP’s / Workshops attended by him along with short term course
at IIM-Bangalore &amp; IIM-Kozhikode related to research and data analysis. He has outstanding paper publication
record.
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Campus Talk
HR Club Anthrodynamik’s Event ‘The Child in You’
The HR Club of RSB (AnthrodynamiK) conducted an event “The Child in You” on 12 th November 2019, in order to cherish their childhood memories. All
the students were dressed up like children. Also many engaging games were conducted. Everyone had lots of fun with sweets and chocolates.

Teachers Day Celebration

Teachers’ day was celebrated by RSB students with a great zeal and enthusiasm. All the Teaching & Non-Teaching Staffs were felicitated and appreciated
for their excellent work. The celebration started with cake cutting, followed by music and dance performances by students. There were various fun games
involving the staff members that made the event extremely cheerful and memorable.

Onam Celebration By Anthro Dynamik (The HR Club)

HR Club of RSB ‘ANTHRODYNAMIK” organized Onam Celebration on 13th September 2019. All the Students and Faculty members were dressed in
ethnic wear to celebrate this event. The Event started with lighting of lamp followed by various fun activities which included Traditional Ramp Walk & Tug
of War.
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